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www.FreemanByDesign.com 
 

Please fully read these directions and warnings before proceeding. 
 

A Few Tips: 
Good for animals the size of a cat and under. 

To confine an animal within the netting, hold both cords and push the cordlock device tight 

against the netting. To release the cordlock, with one hand pull back on the inner white wheel of 

the lock while pulling back on the locking device. 

 

A handy zipper at the bottom of the net bag allows for easier releases or inspections of animals.  

Please ensure the zipper is closed before using the net. 

 

Always store this net away from direct sunlight. 
Be Gentle 

If you treat this device more like an instrument than a tool, it will serve you well for years to come. 

Yes you can spray this unit all you like. It is made with no rust aluminum and stainless steel. The netting is 

100% nylon & will not rot. You may find it helpful to add a fabric softener in the dip wash to help soften 

the stiffness in the netting due to disinfecting the net. 

 

Do not use bleach it will damage the netting and mechanisms. 

 
The LITTLE DANDY NET is a mini version of the HAMMOCK NET. 

For fast field captures up to and beyond 12Kgs(25lbs) check out the famous FREEMAN HAMMOCK 

NET. Features a flex hoop a deep expanding net bag for larger captures, a quick locking cord lock to seal 

the animal in the net bag for inspection or travel and an extending/collapsing handle.  

Available exclusively from ACES, Inc.  

 

 WARNING! Please read! 

Safe use of this tool includes but is not limited to: 

Training 

Practice 

Knowledge and being familiar with the animals you are attempting to handle. 

 

Do not put yourself at risk 

All animals can be unpredictable.  

 

WARNING! 
Use at your own risk. The use of this device is entirely at the discretion of the user. The user accepts complete 

responsibility for the use of this device. The user must become fully aware of it’s operation before use. Freeman By 

Design Corporation assumes no responsibility or liability for any damage(s) or accident(s) resulting from the use it’s 

products whatsoever. 
TAKE CARE 

 PRODUCT FEEDBACK- peter@freemanbydesign.com           

Thank you for using Freeman products. 

 

Direct all other inquiries to: 

All other inquiries: 
ANIMAL CARE EQUIPMENT & SERVICES 

555 ALTER STREET UNIT 19A 

BROOMFIELD, COLORADO 

80020   USA       TEL. 303-296-9287 
1-800-338-ACES 

info@animal-care.com 

www.animal-care.com 
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